Prague, 20 March 2019

Press Release: The Second Edition of e-SALON to Be Larger and Full of
First Presentations of Clean Mobility
The successful first run of e-SALON in 2018 will be followed up at the PVA Exhibition Centre
in Prague Letňany by its second edition. It will be held from 14 to 17 November 2019. It will
include also first presentations of new environment-friendly cars, as well as other clean
mobility means on an extended exhibition area.
The first edition of the e-SALON event held in November was visited by almost 23,000
visitors, and 174 specialised journalists were accredited at the event. The main attractions
were first presentations of new electric cars, such as Audi e-tron and Jaguar e-Pace. Vans
using sockets were represented by new Volkswagen e-Crafter. First presentations of hybrids
included such models as Toyota Camry, Lexus ES and Lexus UX.
“Visitors were highly interested in test drives with more than twenty electric and hybrid cars.
The success of the event was underlined also by participation of exhibitors from the aviation
sector. It was possible to see the ΦNIX electric aircraft, as well as the GyroMotion hybrid
gyroplane, which can operate on the road in the same way as a car, thanks to the
implementation of an electric drive in the undercarriage wheels,” summed up Jana Nosálová,
Trade Fair Director.
The experts appreciated the i-City conference and specialised lectures dealing with clean
mobility, shared data as well as public transport in cities.
e-SALON 2019 will be larger
The organising company “ABF” in cooperation with the Prima TV and its programme project
known as “Autosalon” prepares an extension of the exhibition area as well as enrichment of
the accompanying programme for 2019.
“We will transfer the presentation of manufacturers and operators of public recharging
stations for electric cars and infrastructure to the hall no. 2. This means that the halls no. 3
and 4 will contain only stands of car and motorcycle brands presenting electric and hybrid
vehicles and motorcycles,” clarifies Jana Nosálová.
A part of the exhibition will include also accessories, services, applications and legislation
associated with alternative drives of vehicles. The E-SALON will bring again an attractive
accompanying programme as well, with a possibility of test drives. The i-City conference
focused on intelligent environment-friendly transport in cities will be prepared too.

The e-SALON Trade Fair will take place on 14–17 November 2019 at the PVA EXPO PRAGUE
Exhibition Centre in Letňany.

